
Have you invested millions into your EMR and still have 
trouble using it effectively?

You’re not alone — 58%1 of physicians say their EMR is 
hard to use and 90%2 say a better way to get patient 
data would improve patient care.

Context is crucial. Having relevant patient data 
available at the point of diagnosis is essential in a 
value based care environment. What clinicians need 
is an easier way to access the relevant data that lets 
them make more accurate and informed diagnoses.

Fortunately, Change Healthcare Imaging Fellow 
intelligently provides the radiologist with relevant prior 
reports, filtered clinical notes, related medications, 
labs and more. Rich clinical data is served to the 
radiologists within their imaging cockpit, so they do 
not have to go looking for it.
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Find the Needle in the Haystack

Radiologists need EMR data 
available alongside images to 
deliver the best care possible for 
their patients. Change Healthcare 
Imaging Fellow optimizes the 
data in your EMR and PACS to 
help you find the “needle in the 
haystack.”

Change Healthcare Imaging 
Fellow is a radiologist’s real-time, 
digital fellow. When a study is 
launched, relevant contextual 
data, including relevant prior, 
reports, filtered clinical notes, 
lab values, medications, and 
surgical notes are displayed. 
This additional information 
offers the radiologist a wealth of 
knowledge that helps improve 
their diagnoses and provide more 
informed recommendations.

Easy-to-view widgets present 
the data in an imaging-centric 
view within the reading cockpit. 
Flexible templates accommodate 
the nuances of the diagnostic 
workflow, and let users adjust 
both the amount and type of 
information they display.

Manage Cost and  
Boost Reimbursement

As radiologists’ roles evolve 
under value-based care, they 
continually need to prove their 
worth. Imaging Fellow helps them 
participate fully with the care 
team and reduce costs in key 
areas like accurate reporting, 
faster time to discharge and 
improved diagnostic accuracy.

Providing accurate reports 
upfront can save time and money. 
Missing information often leads 
to billing denials, additional 
information requests, and 
referring clinicians dissatisfaction. 
Imaging Fellow lets radiologists 
access the data they need to 
deliver quality reports the first 
time.

Improving time to discharge and 
avoiding unnecessary procedures 
can also help reduce costs. 
Clinical context at the point of 
care helps radiologists improve 
follow-up recommendations and 
avoid expensive, unnecessary 
tests.

A radiologist who can arrive 
at a quick, accurate diagnosis 
can help reduce risk and cost 

associated with adverse events, 
like malpractice or diagnostic 
error. The EMR data available 
in Change Healthcare Imaging 
Fellow provides vital clinical 
context that helps improve and 
accelerate diagnostic accuracy.

Translate Data to Insight

Change Healthcare Imaging 
Fellow users can cite examples of 
times the solution helped them 
get to a more accurate diagnosis. 
Dr. Daniel Gale, at Lowell General 
recalls a case where a referring 
physician’s note helped him 
diagnose tiny, subtle fractures of 
the T7 and T8 vertebra. He says, 
“Quite honestly, if I hadn’t been 
directed, I may not have seen 
them. And I’m lucky to have seen 
them even after being told where 
to look—that’s how subtle they 
were.”

Avoid Unnecessary 
Testing When you Gain 
Relevant Information

“It’s going to save radiologists  
time. It’s going to save hospitals 
money. And it’s going to improve 
patient care.”

–Dr. Jeffrey Mendel

“When you gain relevant 
information, you avoid 
unnecessary testing. That’s the 
bottom line.”

–Dr. Elon Gale
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